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Queenie was very livid.

Lord Bale actually wanted to give her away to Alex as if she were some goods. Furthermore, she was not
going to be his wife but his servant. How could she endure such humiliation?

Since she was Lord Bale’s goddaughter, her presence in Hydra Group was princess-like.

‘How could I be someone’s servant?’

What made her even more angered was that Alex actually said that she was ugly and didn’t want her!

‘Are you blind? Go find someone within Hydra Group! If you could find someone prettier than I am, I’ll
admit defeat!’

However, facing the domineering Alex, she could only roar inside her heart and dared not voice out her
thoughts.

On the other hand, Philip was really shocked, followed by endless bitter smiles.

He had set his heart on obtaining Lush Cosmetics, yet they had their eyes on the Sky Tower ages ago.
‘Doesn’t this mean that I just shot myself in the foot?’

He said with a hard expression, “Sir, it’s not like I don’t want to, but I’m not the one who could decide the
ownership of the Sky Tower.”

Alex let out a cold chuckle. “Then who could make the decision? Can the head above your neck make the
decision?”

Philip was infuriated.

He was a powerful overlord of the underworld of Michigan for tens of years. He could ensue chaos within
Michigan with a snap of his fingers. Many powerful figures had to refer to him as Lord Bale as well. To his
surprise, the hunter had become hunted today.

However, he had no other choice but to submit.

He said in a helpless tone, “Young man, the Sky Tower project is jointly owned by the entire SCBA. As for
the winner, we can only decide after the multiple battles among the association members tomorrow. Even if I
wanted to take this project, I’d have to be the champion in the tournament. But now… It’s not possible for me
to do that!”

‘You have killed all of my skilled martial artists. My hand is also going to become crippled because of you
b*stard! How could I even fight for first place now?’

Alex said calmly, “Just hand it to Thousand Miles Conglomerate of California.”

Philip froze. “Thousand Miles… Lex Gunther?”

Thousand Miles Conglomerate had quite an incomparable reputation in California, but it wasn’t anywhere
near significant within the SCBA. There were only potential three rivals that Lord Bale had to face during the
tournament to take the Sky Tower, The Beck family of Block City, The Naib family of Washington, and
Delta Corp of Arizona.

The other members of SCBA were insignificant to Lord Bale, they were just merely mongrels, unable to pose
a threat to him.

However, never did he expect that Lex Gunther from Thousand Miles Conglomerate of California, who was
just a trash without any martial cultivation, actually found this terrifying being in front of his eyes.

Alex didn’t say another word.

He just took out a small bottle from his pocket instead. Half of the bottle was filled with black mud, there
was a green, worm-like insect inside of the mud as well. This insect was covered in fur, its head was
triangular, with a pair of long antennae.

At the time, half of its body was left in the mud, while the other half was wriggling on the surface.

It was disgusting enough to make anyone shiver just by the sight of it, especially the two women, Brittany
and Maya, who disliked insects very strongly. Hence, they could feel goosebumps all over their bodies.

“Bro, what is that?”

“Why would you have a bug with you? That’s so disgusting, hurry and throw it away!”

Alex smiled and opened the bottle, taking the green insect out. He then poked on Lord Bale’s neck, causing
him to open his mouth wide unintentionally.

With a flick of his finger, the insect was sent down his throat.

Lord Bale could feel chills down his spine. That slimy worm slid right into his throat.

A few people next to him couldn’t believe what they just saw.

